THE DROP STITCH PRESENTS

101
BEAD LOOM

Let’s do this!

Supplies

/// B e a d L o o m 1 0 1

•

A bead loom

•

Size 11/0 seed beads

•

A beading needle

•

Extra Fine MonofilamenT

•

Scissors

Let’s do this!

Step 1 - Prep Your Warp Threads
The first thing you want to do is set up your warp threads.
Each warp thread should be 1 yard long. The amount of warp
threads is determined by the number of beads you plan to
have in each row plus 1. So, if you’re planning on having 7
beads across, you want to make 8 yard-long warp threads
with your monofilament.

Step 2 - Build Your Loom
Once you have cut your warp threads, knot the threads
together at each end. Take one of your knots and hook it
around one of the loom’s wooden barrels. Turn the barrel
so that your threads begin to wrap around it. Hook the other knot to the opposite barrel. Once you have tension on
the threads, tighten the washer on both sides to secure your
warp threads.
Separate your threads so that each one rests on it’s own coil.
A thicker needle works well for this task.

Step 3 - Just Add Beads
Now it’s time to start weaving. Thread your beading needle
with a monofilament thread at least 1 yard long. The longer
the thread, the less often you will have to change it.

Step 4 - Start Weaving
Add your first row of beads to the needle. Using your pointer
finger, press your first row of beads into your warp threads
from below. Ensure that each bead has a warp thread on either side. Pull your needle through the beads, leaving a long
tail of thread at the beginning of your piece. We will weave
this in later.

Step 5 - Turn it Around
Turn your needle around, and thread back through the
beads. This time, when you thread through each bead make
sure the needle goes above each of the warp threads. Pull
the thread all the way through and admire your handiworkrow one is complete!

Step 6 - Repeat!
Repeat steps 2 and 3 until you reach the end of your piece.

Step 7 -Weave in Ends
When your design is complete, it’s time to remove it from
the loom. First take your weft thread and weave it back and
fourth through the last few rows of your piece. Snip the
thread mid-row so that it remains tucked into your piece.
Do the same with the tail we left at the beginning of the project.

Step 8 - Release Your Warp Threads
Starting at one end of the loom, release the barrel slightly
and cut the thread on the far left so that it has an 8” tail.
Tighten the barrel back up so that only the one thread is
loose. Now thread that thread onto your beading needle.

Step 9 - Weave in Warp Threads
The technique for weaving in warp threads is similar to Step
7. Instead of weaving through the entire row, you will just
go back and fourth through the first two beads of each row.
Continue to work down the first two rows of your piece until
you run out of thread. End on a row that faces inward and cut
off your excess thread.

Step 10 - Weave Every Warp
Repeat the same technique with the next thread on the
loom. Cut off 8” of thread, thread onto your needle, and this
time go through the second and third beads of each row.
Continue to repeat this technique with each warp thread,
moving in one bead with each row until you reach the final
warp thread.

Step 11 - The Final Warp Thread
When you get to the final warp thread, cut it off the loom and
repeat the same technique as the other threads. This time,
you’ll be holding the work in your hand as you weave.

Step 12 - Repeat!
Repeat steps 8 to 11 on the other side of the loom.

Mwwwwah!
Share your pics @thedropstitch on instagram
facebook.com/thedropstitch
pinterest.com/thedropstitch
thedropstitch.com

